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About Dawn 
Dawn Garrett lives in Ohio with her husband Jason and their three 
always-homeschooled children, ages 15, 13, and 11. In her 
homeschool, they learn about God and His cosmos by studying the 
seven liberal arts in order to know Him better, imitate Him and His 
ways, and share about Him with others. Her home blog – about books 
school and life – has been at ladydusk for 17 years. She is the author of 
the free ebook: “I Am, I Can, I Ought, I Will: Charlotte Mason’s Motto 
Explained for Upper Elementary” 

Key Ideas 
What makes a good morning is going to look different for each family. It will be based on the needs 
and culture of each individual family. A good morning is about the established habits and rhythm of 
the day and less about the specific time of day that you start.  

Leadership is one of the key elements of establishing good mornings in our homes. We have to lead 
by example to show our children what we want from them. And, we are to gently guide them towards 
the habits and disciplines we want to establish. 

Dawn explains how she turns her Word of the Year choice into a scholarly activity. She chooses a verb 
so that it is something she can act on, and she selects books about the topic as well. In years past she 
has even written about how she is processing her Word of the Year on her blog.  
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Quotables 
“My definition of a good morning is not necessarily starting early, but about my habits  

and the rhythm that falls into place.”  

Pam Barnhill 

“Let the needs of your family and the lifestyle that you're building at home be  

the thing that determines what your mornings look like.”  

Pam Barnhill 

Time Stamps 
3:03 Meet Dawn Garrett 
4:32 how Morning Time helps set the tone for the day  
10:58 what makes a good morning 
14:37 using habits to help resolve morning struggles 
17:11 the importance of leadership from mom 
22:02 being the example for our children 
25:47 goal setting, resolutions, and a Word of the Year 
34:53 how to keep new habits top of mind 
38:03 making changes in your homeschool 
42:29 tips for the night owl 
45:20 Pam and Dawn share a goal for 2021 
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